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VisualTime is a flexible room scheduling application designed specifically for the meeting industry. It provides you with a simple way to schedule and manage your meeting rooms, resource types and resources. VisualTime is easy to use, and allows you to create schedules and manage your scheduling and resources in one click.
VisualTime is a web based application designed specifically for the meeting industry. VisualTime integrates with the Windows operating system through a local desktop client that enables you to create and schedule events and manage your calendars in real time. VisualTime can be run on any Windows system - Server or Client.
VisualTime has a simple design that allows you to quickly get used to the interface. VisualTime provides you with a desktop app that can be used to enter rooms, resources and scheduling rules in real time. VisualTime is easy to learn - It allows you to quickly create meetings in real time, and schedule resources like rooms and
services. VisualTime has a graphical scheduling module that allows you to create schedules and rules quickly and easily. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see the schedules, events and resources you created in a single calendar. The application offers powerful and flexible scheduling functionality. VisualTime offers
simple appointment scheduling where a date and time are specified. VisualTime can create meetings by using the calendar, and choose from any of the rooms that are available on your calendar. VisualTime can also set the duration of meetings. VisualTime can create appointments from resource types. VisualTime can create meetings
from resource types. VisualTime has a scheduler that allows you to manage resources, events and calendars in real time. VisualTime has a scheduler that allows you to manage resources, events and calendars in real time. VisualTime has a calendar that shows you all your room bookings, and offers an overview of all your
appointments. VisualTime has a calendar that shows you all your room bookings, and offers an overview of all your appointments. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see all your appointments and events in one calendar. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see all your appointments and events in one
calendar. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see all your appointments and events in one calendar. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see all your appointments and events in one calendar. VisualTime has a calendar module that allows you to see all your appointments and events in one calendar.
VisualTime has a
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1. Once setup, the module will monitor all your calendars to detect changes and update a record for the respective schedule event. 2. The record for each event may consist of more than one item, e.g. a booking in the corporate calendar or a service request in the Outlook service request list. 3. Each event record will be displayed on
the user's calendar. 4. The record may be displayed according to the current calendar view, e.g. weekly, monthly or yearly. 6. Schedule events may be created in the user's calendar by selecting calendar items from the calendar list. 7. The module provides an administration view to add, delete, change or search schedule events. 8.
The view is extendable and provides an extensive view of the calendar by performing a calendar date search. 9. The View is also extendable and provides an extensive view of the Outlook calendar by performing a Outlook calendar date search. Turn On/Off timer for every Event Turn On/Off timer for every Event 1. The module will
monitor all your calendars to detect changes and update a record for the respective schedule event. 2. The record for each event may consist of more than one item, e.g. a booking in the corporate calendar or a service request in the Outlook service request list. 3. Each event record will be displayed on the user's calendar. 4. The
record may be displayed according to the current calendar view, e.g. weekly, monthly or yearly. 5. Schedule events may be created in the user's calendar by selecting calendar items from the calendar list. 6. The module provides an administration view to add, delete, change or search schedule events. 7. The view is extendable and
provides an extensive view of the calendar by performing a calendar date search. 8. The View is also extendable and provides an extensive view of the Outlook calendar by performing a Outlook calendar date search. 9. Turn on/off Timer for every event. Turn on Timer as default for every event and specify which activity will be
activated on timer. Create New Resource Booking 1. Create new bookings using standard calendar view. 2. Enter the resource booking details 3. Add resource booking to the calendar. 4. In the calendar, the scheduling view will be shown. Resource booking is marked as active. 5. During the reservation, a timer will be created for
each booking 2edc1e01e8



VisualTime

VisualTime is a PC-based Room Scheduling solution with a built in Google Calendar/Task system that lets you manage multiple rooms in just a few minutes. You can easily view Google calendars for room availability or add your own to create calendars for room scheduling. You can also integrate VisualTime with any of your Microsoft
Outlook client applications. Key Features: Google Calendars. Create a calendar view for multiple rooms or rooms for an organization. Roles: Multiple roles can be set up for users which allows them to select appropriate calendars for viewing or creating calendars. Roles can also be used to specify scheduling permissions for people.
Teams: Create teams of users who can work together on calendars or on room scheduling. Additional user accounts: Up to 4 additional user accounts may be created. Task Lists: Task lists can be created for specific room schedules. Easy Calendar Management: Create lists of rooms that match specific criteria and then create a
calendar for that list. Calendar Selector: Provide users a calendar selector to choose their calendar for the specific task. Email Notifications: Email notifications can be sent when a task is marked as completed. Features: - Multilevel User Management: Users can be created at any level within an organization, department or team. -
Group/Role Management: Users can be assigned to different groups and roles. - User Profile Management: User profiles can be created for the user. - Gantt Charts: Visual Time can be integrated with Gantt charts that can be created by the user. - Reports: The user can create various reports that can be saved to a file or sent through
email. - Ticket/Service Requests: Users can create service requests. - Custom Reports: The user can generate custom reports and reports for specific calendars. - Manual Entry: Calendar settings can be set for the specific task. - Mobile-Device Support: Calendar lists can be synchronized on mobile devices via synchronization. * SSAS
and MDX user interfaces for Enterprise Management (Management Reporting, Security, Forecasting, etc.) Technical information Max Number of Roles = 4 Max Number of Users = 32 Buy with confidence Microsoft Gold Certified Company We are a Microsoft Gold Certified Company. Microsoft Partner Status means that we have
earned the right to use Microsoft Partner products and solutions and we are a Microsoft Trusted Business Partner. Our team of certified consultants and partners is made up of highly skilled professionals
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What's New in the?

VisualTime is a generic room scheduling application that provides you with a web-based interface to manage and schedule your business-critical resources such as conference rooms, classrooms, meeting rooms, training centers, hotels, office hotels, hot desks, shared workspaces, service requests and more. VisualTime has been
chosen as a finalist in the FORA International Business awards as one of the best Business Management Software for 2015. This makes VisualTime the first EBusiness award winner in the software category. The basic edition of our scheduling software includes a Google Calendar integration module so you can view at a glance you
own predefined set of Google calendars. VisualTime is designed with an intuitive GUI so it is easy to learn and use. It is even suitable for the first-time user. Key features of VisualTime: - Room Scheduling - Service requests - Financial management - Alarm management - Hot desking - Online booking - Off-line booking - Restaurant
management - Hotel management - Office hoteling - Calendar synchronisation - Reports - Power charting - Power graphs - Power tables - Pie charts - Excel export - PDF export - Free version Requirements: VisualTime runs on Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows Vista. The minimum
hardware configuration is a Pentium III or equivalent processor, 1 GB of RAM and 30 GB of hard disk space. VisualTime - Room Scheduling 2.2.0 download by VisualTime supports the following languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish, Czech, Russian, Ukrainian, Bulgarian,
Romanian, Swedish, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Turkish, Korean, Mongolian, Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Indonesian, Malaysian, Thai, Vietnamese, Simplified Chinese, Malay, Indonesian, Thai, Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, French, Catalan, Galician, Korean, Polish, Russian, Ukrainian,
Bulgarian, Slovene, Macedonian, Czech, Romanian, Hungarian, Croatian, Serbian, Bosnian, Albanian, Romanian, Hebrew, Croatian, Serbian, Montenegrin, Slovenian, Czech, Slovak, Lithuanian, Croatian, Serbian, Finnish, Albanian, Estonian, Latvian, Albanian, Greek, Bulgarian, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Macedonian, Turkish,
Bulgarian, Kazakh, Mongolian, Malay, Thai, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Malay, Tibetan, Arabic, Burmese, Indonesian, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese, Tamil, Georgian, Amharic, Albanian, Arabic, Azerbaijani, Kazakh, Ukrainian, Burmese, Albanian, Basque, Bosnian, Georgian, Malagasy, Kazakh, Georgian, Malay, Macedonian, Russian,
Bulgarian, Amharic
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System Requirements For VisualTime:

Minimum: OS: OS X Yosemite 10.10.3 or later Mac hardware: • Intel Mac with at least 1GB of memory and a 4GB video card with a RAM speed of 1.2 GHz or faster • Recommended: • Intel Mac with at least 2GB of memory and a 4GB video card with a RAM speed of 1.2 GHz or faster • Minimum: • RAM: 2 GB of memory • Display:
1024 x 768 screen resolution • Graphics card: 2 GB of
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